
TABLE TOPICS MASTER

Table Topics is the part of the meeting that allows everyone to practice extemporaneous speaking.  
Optimally, everyone present should have an opportunity to speak during a meeting. To that end, it is 
advisable to select attendees who do not have a role at higher priority than those who do.

Prior to the meeting:

Provide the Toastmaster with your introduction when asked.  The introduction is how the Toastmaster 
will announce you.  It should be a couple of sentences relating to the theme.  It can be your opinion, a 
quote, humorous or informative.  

Decide upon questions for the audience.  You can choose to ask questions related to the theme of the
meeting, or you can bring in objects, photos or cards for participants to speak to in response.  This is 
your chance to be creative!  A quick Google search can provide plenty of creative suggestions!.  
Remember, the reason we have Table Topics is to get people comfortable with talking 
extemporaneously in front of a group of people.  Questions should not be super hard or about obscure
topics.  It is awesome if you are a nuclear physicist or know the inner workings of the linear 
accelerator, but questions should be ones that anyone can answer.

A good rule of thumb is to have about 10 questions prepared. However, check with the Toastmaster 
and watch for signals as to the end of the time frame – we try to end our meetings on time.

Take a look at the agenda to get a sense of who will be at the meeting and of those participants who 
do not already have a role or speech.  Do your best to call on these people first.

During the meeting:

Describe table topics briefly when called upon by the Toastmaster. You can word this any way you 
wish, but an example of information to include is:

My job is to keep help people become more comfortable speaking extemporaneously.  In 
order to qualify for an award, each person must speak a minimum of 45 seconds, at which 
time you will see a green light. At 1:00 you will see a yellow light and a red light at 1:15.  At 
1:20 seconds you are disqualified and you will hear a bell.  Everyone must use the word of 
the day (remind everyone what the word is).  It doesn’t matter if you actually answer the 
question, nor does it matter if you tell the truth.  Answers can be creative.  After we do a few, 
we will invite guests to participate.

Also describe any specifics of your particular table topics.

Start with your first question.  You may ask the question first, then call a name, or the opposite (there 
are valid reasons either way).  Shake the hand of each participant upon their arrival at the podium and
at their departure.  Stand to the side as people are speaking.

Try to call on people who do not have roles first.  Try to call on newest club members.

DO NOT CALL ON SPEAKERS.

After a few, invite guests to participate.  Remind them to watch the timer and to use the word of the 
day.



Table topics continues for up to ten minutes, less as time requires.  The final question should be made
such that you have time to wrap up before break. If you are uncertain if there is time for one more 
question, yield to the toastmaster.

To wrap up, you need to ask for reports from the Timer and the Grammarian.  The Timer will provide a
list of people who spoke within the give time.  The Grammarian will provide a list of people who used 
the word of the day.  Only people who qualified for both will be eligible for the Best Table Topics 
award.  As Table Topics Master, your should also remain aware of this during Table Topics speeches.  
You will confirm to the audience those who qualified after the reports are presented.  If there are many
participants, or many guests, you may wish to have Table Topics participants stand briefly.  Invite 
everyone to vote and drop off their ballots in the back with Sergeant at Arms.  

At this point, you turn the meeting back over to the Toastmaster.  You’re done!


